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The Christmas story, with all the trimmings that have
cluttered the narrative in recent centuries, needs to
be looked at afresh each year. God’s chosen Holy
family are in the kingly city of Bethlehem by design
to birth the King of Kings into humanity’s poverty
and mess. Not to stand afar off but to be imbedded
in the reality of daily life, rubbing shoulders with all,
from the great to the least. He would know pain
and trauma, disappointment and joy, friendship
and betrayal. Life in its fullness would be
experienced by him, yet he would also hold the
weight of God’s restorative plan. The plan that
would allow the shattered intimate relationship of
me and you with our Father in Heaven to be
reestablished once more.
So all we need to do this Christmas, as we should
do every Christmas, is to pause and worship the
Christ Child. To wait, watch and wonder at the
enormity of the love of God who reached out to us
with the ultimate plan of redemption that remains
active today for each one of us. Stand at the
manger and say, ‘WOW, thank you’.

I have used this image over the Christmas period as
I find it less fluffy than many. Still much that could be
improved to make it less European but at least there
are no halos or an over emphasis on donkeys and
innkeepers. As I looked at it, I started to wonder
what was being said in the conversation between
Joseph and Mary.
Typically my first thoughts were frivolous and very

21st century, like have you got a copy of the birthing
plan? Did you pack the going home outfit? Will we
be home in time for the Strictly Final? Then however,
I wondered what these, soon-to-be- parents, were
considering and talking about as the birth of their
longed for son was now upon them. I don’t think it
would have been about the birthing room or the
lack of privacy. Nor the knowledge that 1 in 2 births
ended in the death of the child at that time. Their
human fears would have been real, just as any
expectant parents are today but more than that
they knew something unique about the birth.
They would be holding the Son of God in their arms
in a short while. The one who would be the Saviour
of humanity and the world. They would be the ones
to tutor him and rear him to be a man of his day.
They would bind his grazed knees and comfort his
sad moments. They would laugh and play with him.
They would build lasting memories and dream
dreams about his future while recognising they
really had no idea what that future would entail.
Yet in this moment they would simply marvel at the
beginning of a new life, catch moments of wonder
at the perfectly formed child that would be in their
arms.
All parents are privileged to know those deep
emotions in those birthing moments.
New life is indeed awesome.
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These services are truly intergenerational and
creatively enable all ages to worship and
encounter God at their point of understanding and
need. I intend to develop this idea further in 2021.
Get in touch if you’d like to know more.
I have been struck by the latest thinking coming
from the Church of England following their recent
Synod meeting. The new Archbishop of York
presented a vision that hung on the statement that

At a grassroots level I see that desire happening
across the denominations locally. If  anything good
has come from this pandemic, it is the fact that
churches have been forced to stop much of what
they have been doing for so long, and are now
looking in a critical way at what they will pick back
up because it shouldn’t be lost, what they will
reimagine because it needs to be refreshed for a
new generation, what they will leave behind
because it is complete and how they will function
in the new post-Covid world where there will be
new difficulties and needs, new opportunities for
the gospel and a society shaken and bruised
needing to encounter a God who continues to
hold out his loving hands to them.
FACT is here to help.

Following the successful Pumpkin Carving services
structure I have set about creating another service
to cover Advent and Christmas. Lockdown and the
tiered systems that will follow will limit what might
be achieved by churches in this festive season and
so this new approach is very welcome.

I initially contacted 8 churches offering a service
entitled, ‘An Advent journey to Christmas’ 3 booked
dates and 1 engaged me to offer advice on how
they might achieve an alternative Crib Service on
Christmas Eve. A 50% take up is a very exciting
outcome!

As I write, preparations are well advanced and
bookings are about to go live via Eventbrite. If every
available table space is filled with a ‘bubble’ we
will be able to serve 64 households of up to 6
people in each. In truth I don’t expect every space
to be filled but there’s no harm in dreaming big!
I have created a simple jigsaw that is gradually
built during the service with a final piece added
towards the end. A song will be played and
streamers have been purchased so that everyone
can use them in a simple act of worship. One of my
puppet friends will bring their wisdom to bear and
an interactive prayer using the idea of the jigsaw
pieces will conclude our time together.



Creating All Saints Day Cards and carving the pumpkins before turning the lights out to see the illumination
of the heart shapes by the candles.

Some services were inside and others were outside.

Everyone was presented with moments to pause and reflect on the light of Jesus.

The last time I wrote I was seeking funding to
create and distribute 200 boxes, sadly we weren’t
successful on this occasion but nevertheless we
have pushed ahead with production and continue
to seek ways of supporting the costs surrounding
this project.

One church took 10 boxes which they distributed
amongst their Messy Church families to show they
were still cared for and much missed during this
time when they couldn’t meet up. These simple acts
of love and care make a real difference to
households and will increase the likelihood of
those family units returning when churches are able
once more to walk through welcoming doors.

The volunteer team who produce the boxes has
increased to 5 with most of the work happening
from home. I simply play the role of Materials and
Distribution Manager ( ) making sure
they have all they need and collect the elements
once completed so that they can be assembled at
the office by another volunteer. Their tireless efforts
mean we will have enough to give away at
churches we are doing our next interactive service
with in December. (More on the back page)

Don’t forget it is simple to request boxes via the
website, leaving your name and address. We
request a donation of £5 to cover postage and
packing but if that’s not possible don’t let it stop
you asking for them. The last one to be posted out
went to the south coast!

The ever changing situation with this pandemic
means we have learnt to be light of foot and ready
to plan things that may not come to fruition due to
unforeseen changes. Essentially we have to be
ready to work hard at planning while understanding
it may all be for nothing!
However when it all comes together and we find
that we have arrived at a moment in time that is
spot on, there is a wonderful feeling of being
available for God to do His thing!
So we planned services with 4 local churches. In
excess of one hundred pumpkins were purchased
and volunteers prepared them, a new contact was
made with the Community Champion at Morrisons
who supplied some free pumpkins, All Saints Day
cards were designed and printed, folders were
created with all the necessary equipment to use for
the craft on a Covid safe table and finally ‘Chatty
Charlie’ was dusted off for an outing.
The window of opportunity remained open and
each service went ahead as planned with over 160
people of all ages attending and taking part.
Amidst the fun of creating cards and carving
pumpkins there were moments to ponder and
wonder about the Light of Christ in us that shines to
bring the Father glory by the good we do. These
were moments for households to focus on each
other, moments to relish simply being close to others
while actually being safely socially distanced.
One family had come because they recognised my
name from past encounters. Another family came
and when they saw me remembered that I had
been to their church and given out 

 They excitedly told me how they had
been used to great effect over evening meals and
then passed onto another family to use.

Clergy and Leadership Teams need to be
congratulated on taking the risk of, not just letting
me into their churches, but allowing the opportunity
for families to experience something of God in these
unusual times in ways that are outside the normal
run of services. One couple who had recently
landed in the country loved being part of a service
and being with people, who although they were
strangers, made them welcome. Evidence of the
Light of Christ.

His righteous acts will be told to those not yet born. Psalm 22:31


